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This playful dinosaur will "slither, skid, slide and glide" his Thesaurus Rex manner into kid's
hearts! inspire little ones to discover synonyms with the loveably cheeky glossary Rex, who has
an impossible to resist manner with words. Action-verb and noun synonyms characteristic all
through Laya Steinberg's vigorous textual content which, paired with award-winning Debbie
Harter's vivid watercolors, will have interaction girls and boys alike. The alliteration, repetition
and rhyme featured during this pleasant booklet also will support to foster talking and listening

skills.
it is a smart and enjoyable book. the writer presents a number of synonyms for every of the
word list Rex's activities.Excerpt: "Thesaurus Rex loves to play: frolic, rollick, frisk, and romp.
Wow! he is came upon a muddy swamp."The booklet is instructive and Thesaurus Rex the
rhythm and rhyme help in making it enjoyable to read. this may be a very good publication to
learn for a dinosaur storytime.
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